Vesta’s Gaudi Collection skillfully unites steel and wrought iron to form unique drapery hardware interpretations. Elegantly bold and eye-catching finial designs help facilitate the transition between traditional and modern window treatment styles.

**AVAILABILITY:**
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours

**PRIMARY MATERIALS:**
■ wrought iron, steel

**DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:**
1 1/8”D: bracket required every 5-7 feet

**SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:**
Due to changes in the shipping industry, rods at 96” are billed at the 90lb. ground rate. The collection’s rod splice can be used to achieve longer spans.

**AVAILABLE FINISHES:**
AB = antique brass
AN = antique nickel

HAVE QUESTIONS?
800.638.3782
or request a quotation: sales@vesta.com
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C O L L E C T I O N
**Gaudi Collection**

*Availability:* in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | *Available Finishes:* AB, AN | *Materials:* wrought iron, steel

### BRACKETS

- **Americana** wall bracket
  - #282113 - 5”H, 3”P
  - *shown in AB*
- **Americana** double wall bracket
  - #282126 - 6”H, 2⅛” & 5½”P
  - *shown in AB*
- **Tangiers** wall bracket (medium)
  - #282311 - 2”W, 4⅛”P
  - *shown in AB, stem may be cut*
- **Tangiers** wall bracket (long)
  - #282318 - 2”W, 7”P
  - *shown in AB, stem may be cut*

### ACCESSORIES

- **Steel Tubing**
  - #288004 - ⅛”D, 4’L
  - #288006 - ⅛”D, 6’L
  - #288008 - ⅛”D, 8’L
- **Tube Splice**
  - #288090
  - ⅛”D, 6’L
- **Ring** w/insert & clip
  - #286030
  - ⅛”ID, 2⅛”OD
- **Brass Clip**
  - #909111 - black
- **Napoles Tieback**
  - #903170 - 3½”W, 4”P
  - *shown in AB*
- **Palma Tieback**
  - #903200 - 4”W, 4½”P
  - *shown in AB*

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the tubing size it's compatible with.
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